“Talking shop” with colleagues at conferences can leave us feeling energized about our research, facilitate opportunities for collaboration, and promote understanding of funding mechanisms. Why limit these benefits to conferences?

Come talk shop with other women in STEM disciplines from across the LEADER Consortium following a presentation by Dr. Susan Dumais, Principal Research of CLUES Group, Microsoft Research. Dr. Dumais will attend the networking session and will be available to answer questions.

Don’t forget your business cards!

Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2011
Time: 12:45pm—2:15pm
Place: Wright State University
Joshi Research Center Atrium

Lunch will be served.

RSVP Required: Laura Rapoch
Tel.: 937.775.5258
E-mail: laura.rapoch@wright.edu
Parking available; check with guard in Lot 2.

This event sponsored by the College of Engineering and Computer Science and the LEADER Consortium at Wright State University.
The LEADER Consortium is funded by an ADVANCE Award from NSF.
Questions about this event? E-mail: leader@wright.edu